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This invention relates to a method and a.po&?? 
ratus for drilling and especially for completing 
Wells and more particularly to a method and ap 
paratus for completing oil wells. 

Oil and gas wells are commonly drilled by the 
rotary method using drilling mud for the pur 
pOSes of Cooling and lubricating the bit, mudding 
of porous strata, above the producing horizon. 
and carrying the cuttings to the surface. 
however, often undesirable to utilize drilling mud 
When completing a well, i. e. when drilling into 
the formation from which it is desired to produce 
oil or gas. It is well known that permeable for 
nations carrying water offer a very high re 
sistance to the flow of oil. The use of drilling 
mud in a Well produces a region adjacent the 
Well bore which is saturated with mud or water, 
which region tends to dam of the flow of oil to 
the well. For this reason wells have sometimes 
been completed by drilling them in the normal 
method with mud to a point above the pay hori 
2On and then utilizing oil as the drilling fluid 
while drilling into the producing stratum. In 
most cases oil is thus used in connection with a 
pressure drilling technique in order to provide 
Sufficient pressure to overcome the hydrostatic 
preSSure of the producing formation and in con 
nection with reverse circulation, i.e. circulation 
up through the tubing or drill pipes instead of 
down through it, in order to improve the carry 
ing powers of the oil for the cuttings in view of 
the higher velocity in the tubing than in the 
annular space Surrounding it. This type of cir 
culation also serves to remove the cuttings from 
the well without allowing them to come in contact 
with the face of the pay horizon or with the 
liner and packer assembly, so that these cannot 
be mudded up. 

However, when this technique is used for come 
pleting a well in a poorly consolidated formation, 
it is necessary after the hole has been dried 
into the producing horizon to pull the drill string, 
and then insert and set a tubing screen or 
strainer in the hole. Since all of this must be 
done under pressure, it is difficult as well as a . 
time-consuming operation. Moreover, if it is 
subsequently desired to drill the hole still deeper 
the tubing with its associated strainer must be 
pulled from the hole and the driling apparatus 
must again be inserted. After redrilling the tub 
ing and strainer must again be inserted and set. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a, 
method and apparatus whereby the final drilling 
operation and the setting of the strainer can be 
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combined in a single method step utilizing a ni 
tary apparatus. Another object of the invention. 
is to provide a method and apparatus whereby a 
well can subsequently be drilled deeper without 
removing the producing apparatus from the hole. 
An important object of the invention is to pro 

It is, 

(C. 255-) 
vide a method of and apparatus for drilling into 
an oil producing horizon without leaving water 
in the oil sand, and maintaining the walls in good 
Condition by keeping the drilling apparatus in 
the well during the whole completion operation. 
A stiil further object of the invention is to pro 

Wide a method and apparatus whereby a well can 
be tested efficiently at various depths of penea 
tration to determine oil and gas productivity 
Without removing the drilling apparatus from the 
Well. A still further object of the invention is to 
provide methods and apparatus whereby a well 
can be electrically logged in the producing for 
mation and whereby the Well can then be come 
pleted in the desired producing formation. Witha 
out danger of forming a mud sheath on the face 
of the producing formation. These and other 
advantages, uses and objects of the invention 
will become readily apparent as the description 
of the invention proceeds. 
One method of utilizing this invention is to 

drill a small sized hole Commonly known as a 
rat hole, through the producing straturn, or 
through a stratin which it is desired to test to 
determine its productivity. Having drilled such 
a rat hole, the pay sand is electrically logged or 
otherwise tested by the use of various types of 
apparatus known to the art which can be ruim 
into the rat hole in order to determine the char 
acteristics of this stratum or its productivity. 
Having determined by means of electrical log 
ging orotherwise that this producing straturn is 
the one from which it is desired to produce, the 
casing can then be sèt above this stratum and 
cemented at the desired depth in the usual man 
ner. After diriling the cement plug the appa 
ratus described herein is then run in the well on 
the tubing string and the SE all diameter hole is 
treamed to a larger size, thereby removing the 
mud sheath formed in drilling the rat hole. 
While drilling the full sized hole the line aSSemi 
bly including a strainer is carried into the hole 
behind the bit during the drilling operation. 
Wher this operation is completed the strainer is 
set, as will hereinafter appear, and the Well is 
ready for production without removing the drill 
ing apparatuS. 

It will be apparent that the apparatus of this 
invention can also be used for drilling through 
the cement plug if so desired and it will also be 
apparent that the apparatus to be described is 
of considerable utility even if the Snall hole is 
not drilled into the producing horizon first. in 
other words, if a given horizon is known to be 
the one from which it is desired to produce, the 
conventional driling operation sing drilling mid 
can be discontinued immediately above the pro 
ducing horizon or soon after entering it and the 
apparatus of this invention can be used for the 
completion operation. In fact it is ever possible 
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2 
to utilize the apparatus of this invention for drill 
ing at higher levels or throughout the entire 
drilling operation. 
Also while it is preferred in accordance with 

this invention to complete wells by the use of 
oil as the drilling fluid and to use the reverse 
method of circulation to remove the cuttings 
from the well, it will be apparent that both the 
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method and the apparatus of this invention can 
be utilized to advantage using other drilling fluids, 
including drilling muds, and using normal in 
stead of reverse circulation. 
The invention will be more fully described with 

reference to the accompanying drawing in which: 
Figure 1 is a sectional elevation of the upper 

portion of the apparatus; 
Figure 2 is an elevation partly in section of 

the lower portion of the apparatus, the upper 
part of Figure 2 being joined to the lower part of 
Figure 1 to make the complete apparatus; and 

Figure 3 corresponds to Figure 1 and shows the 
apparatus in condition for production rather 
than in condition for drilling as in the case of 
Figure 1. 
After running the assembly shown in Figures 

1 and 2 into the well on the tubing or drill pipe 
preparatory to drilling into the producing hori 
zon, the conventional Christmas tree and blow 
Out preventer are installed, after which the ap 
paratus of the present invention is lowered to 
the top of the small diameter hole previously 
referred to or to any other point at which it is 
desired to commence the use of this apparatus, 
and a tubing hanger is then installed on the top 
of the tubing. Following this the kelly is se 
cured in the tubing hanger, the blow-out pre 
venter is closed and the well is reamed or drilled 
to the desired depth by the use of the apparatus 
of this invention. Since the apparatus referred 
to at the upper part of the well is old in the 
art and forms no part of this invention, it is not 
shown in the drawing and is referred to merely 
to describe more fully the method of utilizing 
the apparatus. 
The apparatus shown in the drawing has as its 

principal parts an upper bearing A, a packer B 
together with equipment for seating and unseat 
ing it, a liner and screen assembly C, a releasing 
tool and valve assembly D, a lower bearing 3S 
sembly E, and a bit F. In drilling into the pro 
ducing formation the drill bit F is rotated by 
the tubing , which is used as a diri i pipe, 
through special sections of tubing or drill pipes 
2 and 3 which are connected by releasing tool 
and valve assembly D. Drill pipe 3 is preferably 
welded to releasing tool D, and to the bit F. 
During this drilling the liner and screen as 
sembly C including Outer packer sleeve 4, blank 
casing 5, screen or strainer 6, blank casing 
and plug 8 remain stationary or relatively so 
due to friction with the Walls of the hole and 
due to the action of bearing A and bearing as 
sembly E. Thus the fractional resistance of the 
drilling operation is kept low and the casing 
screen is not subjected to wear and plugging 
during the drilling operation. 
During this drilling operation the preferred 

procedure is to circulate oil around the outside 
of the apparatus then up through ports 9 to 
bit F, tubing or drill pipe sections 3 and 2 
and tubing or drill pipe to the conventional 
Surface apparatus. 

Following the drilling operation pipe section 
2 is unscrewed from releasing tool O by turn 

ing the drill pipe or tubing f and 2 to the 
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left from the surface and raising the tubing to 
the position shown in Figure 3. When pipe sec 
tion 2 is unscrewed and raised, back pressure 
valve 20 is closed by action of spring 2 as 
shown in Figure 3 and the production from the 
well must therefore necessarily pass through 
slots 22 in screen 6 and thence up through 
special tubing section 2 rather than through 
ports 9 to bit F. The slots 22 in the screen or 
strainer 6 may be of any desired shape and 
construction. They may, for example, bever 
tically or horizontally cut narrow slots, or larger 
holes covered with a wire wrapping. After the 
tubing has been raised as shown in Figure 3, 
packer B is set by means of a setting tool, here 
inafter referred to, and the tubing can then be 
raised still further and suspended on the 
Christmas tree in the usual manner. The Kelly, 
joint is then backed out and raised above the 
master gate valve in the Christmas tree, the 
valve is closed and the drilling operation is con 
pleted with the well ready to produce. 
After setting the packer and testing production. 

the packer can be unset and the well can be 
drilled deeper. For instance, after productivity 
has declined the packer can be unset and the 
well can be drilled to a deeper pay horizon with 
out removing the apparatus from the Well. 
The apparatus will now be described in some 

what more detail to make clear the action of 
the various parts. 
The upper bearing A, which serves to connect 

the bottom stand of tubing and special tub 
ing section 2, and which is equipped with 
grooves 23 for fluid packing, is fitted sufficiently 
closely to the inner packer sleeve 24 as to direct 
the flow of drilling fluid around the outside of the 
packer collar 25. 

Packer B is preferably made of an oil re 
sistance rubber-like composition such as Neo 
prene or Thiokol rather than the conventional 
canvas wrapping so that the packer may be reset 
several times without pulling it from the Well. 

It will be noted that the upper end of packer 
B is connected to collar 25 which is held in fixed 
position with respect to inner packer sleeve 24 
by weld 26. The lower end of packer B is con 
nected to outer packer sleeve f4. Collar 25 can 
be moved translationally with respect to the 
outer packer sleeve 4, within certain limits. 
Between these two packer sleeves are Springs 27 
which are located in grooves 28 out in the Outer 
part of the inner packer sleeve. These Springs 
serve to hold the two sleeves in constant rela 
tive position to each other except when the 
packer is operated. The two packer sleeves are 
additionally restrained from rotating with re 
spect to each other by means of pins 29 operating 
in slots 30 in the outer sleeve. These pins also 
limit the vertical motion of the inner packer 
sleeve 24 with respect to the outer packer sleeve 
??? ? 

To the lower end of the outer packer sleeve 
is connected blank casing 5 which is shown 
broken and which can be of any desired length. 
This blank casing is in turn connected to the 
screen or strainer 6 to which reference has 
previously been made, and which can be of any 
desired length. This is in turn connected to a 
secondi section of blank Casing Which is in 
turn connected to plug i3. 

Returning to special tubing section 2 it will 
be seen that this carries two 2 shaped ribs 3 
located opposite each other below the bottom of 
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connected with tool D. The rib actually shown 
is on the back of the pipe and is therefore shown 
in dotted lines. As will become apparent, the 
two ribs are so arranged that they have a sim 
ilar locking action. These ribs 3 are designed to 
cooperate with lugs 32 which are spaced 180 
apart on the lower end of inner packer sleeve 24. 
To set the packer B the combination drill pipe 

and tubing string i di carrying with it ihe upper 
tubing section 2 is turned slowly to the left to 
disengage releasing tool D and is raised until 
the bottom steps 33 of 2 tools 3 are above lugs 
32. While still turning to the left the drill pipe 

is then lowered until the bottom steps of the 
Z tools engage with the lugs 32 and lowering is 
then continued except that inner sleeve 28 is 
now forced down along with tubing section 2. 
Collar 25 is likewise brought downward, thus ex 
panding packer 3 against the walls of the casing 
34 (Figure 3). At the bottom of this casing is 
casing shoe 35. The packer being thus set and 
held in position by springs 27, the tubing can be 
still further raised to the position showia in 
Figure 3 and suspended in the Christmas tree 
as previously described. The well can now be 
produced. 
Should it be desired to release the packer B 

for any reason, this can be done by lowering the 
tubing while turning it to the right until the 
upper steps 36 of the Z tools 3 have passed 
below lugs 32. Then while continuing the right 
hand rotation the tubing is raised engaging the 
upper steps 35 with lugs 32 and raising inner 
packer sleeve 24 along with collar. 25, thus re 
leasing the packer te its unset position. The 
upward travel of the inner sleeve is, of course, 
controlled by pins 29 which travel in slots 30. 
The pressure exerted by springs 27 between 

sleeves 24 and 4 must be sufficient to overcome 
the upward force exerted by the expanding pack 
ing element when in the set position and still 
sufficiently weak to allow the packer to be un 
seated without raising the bit and liner assembly 
from the bottom of the hole. The springs serve 
to prevent accidental actuation of the packer. 
Turning now to releasing tool D, the upper end 

of this is threaded, as previously described, with 
threads corresponding to those located near the 
lower end of the upper special tubing Section 2. 
This special tubing section when in drilling posi 
tion extends into a sleeve portion 3 of releasing 
tool D, ending near shoulder 38 (Figure 1). In 
a recessed portion of sleeve portion 3 is back 
pressure valve 20 actuated by spring 2 as pre 
viously described. In Figure 1 this back pres 
sure valve is shown in its open position while in 
Figure 3 it is shown in closed position. It will 
be apparent, of course, that the upper shoulder 
39 at the top of sleeve portion 3 is correspond 
ingly shaped to provide a seat for valve 20. 
The lower end of releasing tool D is threaded 

to receive the upper end of lower special tubing 
section 3. Between this lower tubing section 
and blank casing 7 of liner assembly C is dis 
posed lower bearing assembly E which includes 
radial bearing 40, thrust bearing 4 and radial 
and thrust bearing 42. These bearings are asso 
ciated with Supporting members located on spe 
cial tubing section 3 and on blank casing 7. 
Since the function and nature of these will be 
apparent from the drawing they will not be de 
scribed in detail. 
To prevent the entry of cuttings, sand, etc. into 

the bearings, upper and lower packing glands 43 
are provided. These packing glands each include 

3 
collars 48 and 45, the latter collars being carried 
by collars 6 welded to blank casing . Collars 
46 serve a dual function in connection with both 
the packing glands and the bearings 40 and 42. 

Packing glands (3 together with tubing sec 
tion 3 and blank casing a define a compart 
ment which is preferably packed with oil or 
grease so that ball bearings 40, 4 and 42 will 
operate efficiently and the drill pipe including 
special tubing sections 2 and 3 will be free to 
rotate without turning the liner assembly C. 
At the bottom of special tubing section 3 is a 

bit F which has been mentioned previously. The 
bit shown is of the fish tail type but differs from 
the usual fish tail bit in that ports 9 are placed 
near the edges of cutting blades 3, which are 
two or more in number, so that the cuttings are 
forced into the Streams of fluid entering ports 
9. The distance from the ports to the cutting 
edges of the blades is not greater than the great 
est dimension of the ports. These ports are 
shown as oblong and as offering as much opening 
along the blade of the bit as can be provided 
without unduly weakening it. However, the area 
of each port should preferably not be greater 
than one-half of the cross sectional area of the 
drill pipe, and may preferably be substantially 
less, since this increases the fluid velocity at this 
point and serves to prevent any clogging of the 
port, 
While the invention has been described in con 

nection with a specific embodiment thereof, it is 
to be understood that this is by. Way of illustra 
tion and not by way of restriction and that the 
invention is not limited to the specific details 
shown but only to the subject matter of the 
appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. A method of completing a well comprising 

drilling into a producing formation, lowering a 
well screen into said producing formation during 
said drilling operation, setting said well Screen, 
and producing from said formation through said 
SCee. 

2. A method of completing a well comprising 
drilling into a producing formation to form a 
hole larger than a well screen, lowering said well 
screen into said producing formation during said 
drilling operation, setting a packer above said 
well screen, and producing from Said formation 
through Said Screen. 

3. A method of completing a well comprising 
drilling a small hole into a producing formation, 
testing said producing formation by means of 
said Small hole, reaming said hole in said pro 
ducing formation to a larger diameter, lowering 
a well screen into said producing formation dur 
ing said reaming operation, setting said well 
screen, and producing from said formation 
through said Screen. 

4. A method according to claim 3 in which 
said second-mentioned drilling operation is con 
ducted using oil as the drilling fluid. 

5. A method according to claim 3 in which 
said second-mentioned drilling Operation is con 
ducted using reverse circulation with oil as the 
drilling fluid. 

6. A method of completing a well comprising 
drilling a small hole into a producing formation, 
testing said producing formation by means of Said 
small hole, setting and cementing a casing above 
said producing formation, drilling through said 
cement and into said producing formation a hole 
having a diameter greater than the diameter of 
a well screen, lowering a Well Screen having a 
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4. 
diameter less than the diameter of said last 
mentioned hole into said producing formation 
during said drilling operation without interrupt 
ing said drilling operation, setting said well 
screen, and producing from said formation 
through said well screen. 

7. Drilling apparatus comprising a drill string, 
... a drill bit carried by the lower end of said drill 
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string, a well Screen surrounding a. part of said 
drill, string above said drill bit, means whereby 
oil entering a well is forced to pass through said 
Well Screen. 

8. Drilling apparatus comprising a drill string, 
a drill bit carried by the lower end of said drill 
string, a Well screen slightly smaller in diam 
eter than the hole drilled by said drill bit, said 
well screen surrounding a part of said drill string, 
means Supporting said well screen from said drill 
string and providing free relative rotation be 
tween said well Screen and said drill string, and 
means whereby oil produced from the Well drilled 
with said apparatus can beforced to pass through 
said Well screen. 

9. Drilling apparatus comprising a bit con 
Structed and arranged to drill a hole, a combina 
tion drill pipe and tubing associated with said 
bit, a liner assembly surrounding part of said 
combination drill pipe and tubing, said liner as 
sembly being of lesser diameter than said hole, 
and bearings located between said combination 
drill pipe and tubing and said liner assembly 
whereby said combination drill pipe and tubing 
can be rotated, thereby rotating, said bit, without 
rotating said liner assembly. 

10. Drilling apparatus comprising a bit con 
structed and arranged to make a hole, a combina 
tion drill pipe and tubing associated with said 
bit, a liner assembly surrounding part of said 
combination drill pipe and tubing, said liner as 
Sembly being of lesser diameter than said hole, 
bearings located between said combination drill 
pipe and tubing and said liner assembly whereby 
said combination drill pipe and tubing can be 
rotated, thereby rotating said bit, without rotat 
ing said liner assembly, said liner assembly com 
prising a screen, and a packer located above said 
SCree). ? d 

11. Apparatus for completing a well compris 
ing a drill bit, a combination drill pipe and tubing 
associated with said drill bit, a liner assembly as 
Sociated with the lower part of said combination 
drill pipe and tubing, said liner assembly having 
a diameter less than the diameter of the hole 
drilled by said drill bit, bearings to permit rota 
tion of said combination drill pipe and tubing 
without the rotation of said liner assembly, 
means for disconnecting two sections of said 
combination drill pipe and tubing, and valve 
means associated with said last-mentioned 
RealS. 
12. Apparatus for completing a well compris 

ing a drill bit equipped with ports for the pas 
Sage of drilling fluid, a combination drill pipe 
and tubing. associated with said drill bit and 
communicating with said ports during drilling, a 
liner assembly including a well screen associat 
ed with the lower part of said combination drill 
pipe and tubing, said liner assembly having a 
diameter less than the diameter of the hole drilled 
by said drill bit, bearings to permit rotation of 

comprising a drill bit having at least two blades, 
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said combination drill pipe and tubing without 
the rotation of said liner assembly, and a check 
valve for disconnecting fluid communication be 
tWeen the upper part of said combination drill 
pipe and tubing and said ports. 5 

13. Apparatus for completing a well compris 
ing a drill bit equipped with ports for the pas 
Sage of drilling fluid, a combination drill pipe 
ånd tubing associated with said drill bit and 
communicating with said ports during drilling, a 
liner assembly including a well screen associated 
with the lower part of said combination drill 
pipe and tubing, Said liner assembly having a 
diameter less than , the diameter of the hole 
drilled by said drill bit, bearings to permit ro 
tation of Said combination drill pipe and tubing 
without the rotation of said liner assembly, 
means for disconnecting two sections of said 
combination drill pipe and tubing, and a check 
valve associated with said last-mentioned means 20 
and serving to prevent fluid communication be 
tWeen the upper part of Said combination drill 
pipe and tubing and said ports when said two 
sections of said combination drill pipe and tubing, 
are disconnected. 

14. Apparatus for completing a well compris 
ing a drill bit, a combination drill pipe and tub 
ing associated with said drill bit, a liner assembly 
asSociated with the lower part of said combina 
tion drill pipe and tubing, said liner assembly 80 
having a diameter less than the diameter of the 
hole drilled by said drill bit, bearings to permit 
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rotation of said combination drill pipe and tub 
ing without the rotation of said liner assembly, 
a packer associated with said liner assembly, 
means associated with said combination drill 
pipe and tubing for actuating said packer, means 
for disconnecting two sections of said combina 
tion drill pipe and tubing, and valve means as 
Sociated with said last-mentioned means. 

15. Apparatus for completing a well compris 
ing a drill bit, a combination drill pipe and tub 
ing associated with said drill bit, a liner assem 
bly associated with the lower part of said com 
bination drill pipe and tubing, said liner assem 
bly having a diameter less than the diameter of 
the hole drilled by said drill bit, bearings to per 
mit rotation of said combination drill pipe and 
tubing without the rotation of said liner assem 
bly, a packer associated with said liner assembly, 
means associated with said combination drill pipe 
and tubing for actuating said packer, means in 
cluding Springs for frictionally preventing ac 
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cidental actuation of said packer, means for dis 
connecting two sections of said combination drill ?5 
pipe and tubing, and valve means associated with 
Said last-mentioned means. 

16. Apparatus for completing a well by reverse 
circulation drilling using oil as the drilling fluid 
each blade containing a large port and associated 60 
channel leading to a common opening to the 
drill pipe, each of said ports being located not 
further than the greatest port dimension from 
the cutting edge of the said blade, a liner assem 
bly, and means for setting said liner assembly and 
for allowing well fluid to be produced through 
said liner assembly. 
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